Partial protein sequence of the globular domain of alpha 4(IV) collagen chain: sites of sequence variability and homology with alpha 2(IV).
The globular domain (NC) of alpha 4(IV) collagen chain was partially sequenced and compared with the NC domain of other collagen IV chains. The alpha 4(IV) NC domain was found to be most closely related to alpha 2(IV) NC domain but distinct from the NC domain of alpha 1(IV), alpha 2(IV), alpha 3(IV) and alpha 5(IV) collagen chains. Partial sequence, representing nearly one half of alpha 4(IV) NC domain, shows 56%, 69%, 51% and 54% identity with the corresponding NC domains of alpha 1(IV), alpha 2(IV), alpha 3(IV) and alpha 5(IV) collagen chains, respectively. A short, highly polar, region of variable sequence is found near the carboxy terminus of alpha 4(IV) NC domain. This sequence corresponds to a non-conserved region among NC domains, suggesting functional specialization at this site. It exhibits high surface probability with predicted structural differences among NC domains. These results confirm uniqueness of alpha 4(IV) NC domain and indicate its structural relatedness to other NC domains of collagen IV.